HISTORY & FUTURE OF EARTH
A FEW YEARS FROM NOW

Another presidential election passed. Disruptions
frayed possible peace talks in the Middle East. Despite
attempts to curb population growth, the undeveloped
nations continued to breed frantically to offset their lack of
technology with a cheap labor force. Parasites, tiny and
swarming, ravaged landscapes artificial and real. Narrowminded religious fanatics, in a bloated sense of righteousness,
committed heinous acts against the innocent—acts the very
prophets they worshipped deplored. Corporations, psychotic
and power mad, closed their eyes to the distant future,
committed to the short-term revenue of the next fiscal
quarter.
Natural resources dwindled each passing year, yet
the leaders of the world refused to accept change. No
guarantee written declared their empires indestructible or
everlasting. The lines separating ethnic groups parted further
every year. Countries threw up walls in paranoid isolation.
Factories continued to saturate the air with gases,
usually naturally occurring, but poisonous in mass quantities.
Unnatural temperature gains begot increased hurricanes and
typhoons. Droughts ravaged the poor. Winds ripped apart
the urbanized. Ice caps cracked and flowed into warmer
waters to melt, raising the tide, and sweeping into the coast.

Many slowly realized no God would dive in to save them.
Humanity received only one world to cherish and preserve.
No escape existed for the species if this planet collapsed.
Had man made the ultimate mistake? Had the
species failed the final test? How much time really did pass
before the Hammer fell? Was it the final punishment for a
species belligerent to the gifts it received? Had mankind
finally awakened to the responsibilities it needed to accept?
Maybe the countries started talking again. Maybe
the greenhouse gases finally decreased.
Perhaps the
temperatures started to finally cool. Maybe humanity looked
to the stars and realized their potential required a
temperament with sense of caution, but those capabilities
were boundless as long as the drive to push further continued.
In the end, whatever actions man took proved
pointless. To the heavens, he looked up one last time.
Humanity saw the entirety of their species' potential collapse
with the falling of the sky. Surviving records never recorded
the date or the events occurring in the day-to-day lives of the
planet's inhabitants. Nothing man ever did mattered. The
stars winked out. The clouds threw off their shroud. Few even
noticed its arrival as it plunged into the past to destroy the
future.
The last movie flaunting bloated budgets and
vacant storylines played in theatres. The last news broadcast

filled its vapid space with humdrum issues of comical
importance.
The last politician announced his newest
warping of personal beliefs to hedge precious votes from
opponents equally as corrupt.
The last perversion of
consumers' dreams rolled off the assembly line to sell to the
masses at over inflated prices.
It was the end.
And the beginning of everything...

THE TIME OF AMETHYST

This world grows from the soil of the Earth we once
knew. To understand the present, one must remember a time
wiped from history. Before man, during the time only partially
recorded in fossil records, a creature emerged from the
lizards, conscious of his own mortality. This astounding gift of
intelligence stemmed from a newly formed star in the night
sky. Brighter than all the others, this light illuminated the
thoughts of the lizard.
Many believed a greater
consciousness possessed the form. That secret lay buried
deep inside the first dragon, rippling in the light reflecting off
his purple scales.
Amethyst took in his first breath.
Soon after, he shepherded more dragons into
existence. First, he found his mate, Jahada, then a brother in
Lazarus. Dozens more followed into the first few millennia.
They understood their power and intelligence fell from the star
above. A gate of life, it broke laws of science written in stone
by a creator long silent. It permitted the dragon’s virtually
unlimited power and absolute immortality.
The first species after the dragons blessed with similar
power walked from a forest on a cold dawn. They called
themselves the fey. These tall, slender humanoids stood far
shorter than the monstrous dragons but offset that
disadvantage with population. The fey quickly filled the
corners of the one big continent of Terros. Peaceful and wise,
they respected the guidance of their elder allies.
What flowed from the gate knew no rules. Those
created from its influence fell subject to its whim. Although
dragons possessed a great mastery of magic and the flow
from Attricana, the fey often found themselves slaves. They
could alter terrain, create wondrous concepts from thin air,
but failed to stop the flow's influence over them. Wherever
they existed, magic altered them to suit demands. Lack of
light, food, water, or an overabundance of any of them,
affected the fey greater than evolution could. Quickly, the
original fey numbered less and less, replaced by branching
species. Descendant raves grew in the dozens. Although
most still partially resembled their ancestors, some became
unrecognizable. Although all proper words fall into their own
tongue, modern times refer to these descendant races as
dwarves, gnomes, elves, and so forth. Each of these species
broke off into even more subgroups.
Magic's influence continued.
Even though
impossible creatures grew from the soil every day, none
matched the power of the dragons or the fey. Although not
totally at peace, the world remained nestled under the
blanket of protection Amethyst and the dragons offered. A
few of the fey races took to mistrust but it seldom migrated to
war. With little to stop their growth, the potential of Terros'
residents seemed limitless.
Then Mengus arrived.
The last day of peace passed eventless as the day
prior. The various races of the planet closed their eyes for the
last time, content with the simple lives they chose. That night,

no one noticed the black form streaking across the sky. It
drifted over the land, over the ocean, finally slamming into a
mountain, cracking it in two. Where the star of Attricana
offered life, the star of Ixindar stole it.
It started as a whisper in an ear, begging one to
leave his home and make the trek to forbidden lands. Soon
another heard the call, then another. A mate departed from
their betrothed's side.
Children awakened to find their
parents missing. Parents found their offspring absent. During
that single night, a million fey walked away from everything
they believed, corrupted by the wake of the dark star later
known as Ixindar. Like Attricana, Ixindar influenced them.
From the black sun, an obsidian glass grew from the soil.
Eventually, darker creations emerged from Ixindar's influence.
Even dragons failed to fight off this corruption and many
defected.
Barely exposed in rock, Ixindar waited for its army.
Amethyst forbade his still pure brothers from approaching.
Where one gate creates, the other destroys. Little did anyone
know that a consciousness existed inside, waiting for a
moment to strike.
Where Attricana stood personified in the image of
the great Amethyst, the corruption of Ixindar lay iconified with
the intelligence of Mengus. Mengus joyed in breaking down
the powers of creation. No one claimed to see a physical
body of Mengus, though many insisted he must have one,
hiding inside the black gate. Too long the world bathed in
the purity of one energy, now malevolence spread like a
disease from Ixindar. The land of Kakodomania birthed from
this gate of evil. Even though the corrupted arrived to create
a civilization, the gate began spontaneously crafting rulers
from this new land. Demons emerged powerful and wicked in
all ways. Their task was simple: Destroy all life birthed from
Attricana.
Wars soon broke out. Blood stained the peaceful
Terros for the first time. Mengus and Amethyst, avatars from
these gates of power, rallied their people to fight for their
world.
Internal politics prevented a sizable force from
assaulting Kakodomania. Even Amethyst admitted that he
used up all his power before anyone else joined him on this
world and remains weakened to this day. He could not close
Ixindar on his own without it costing his life.
All lived on borrowed time.
A great stone a
thousand times larger than Amethyst himself barreled towards
the surface. The disaster would create such a schism in the
flow of magic, Attricana would surely close. Without the
power of these gates, all magic would float away. Everything
dependent on that energy would fall to dust, leaving the
skeletons of dumb giant lizards. Word passed down to flee.
Many theorized heaven existed inside the gate, and people
escaping to it would find a marvelous landscape of frozen
time. Others believed only souls existed over the horizon, and
beyond the gate existed a formless void of thoughts and
dreams.
Everyone capable of the trip fled. Millions vanished.
Many failed to take the journey. Whole species found
themselves facing extinction. If the gates closed, how would
they reopen? Amethyst decided to remain outside. Only he
could reopen the gate. No one knew how Amethyst could
survive when no other creatures could. They all held faith
absolute of his power.
Obviously, Mengus and the armies of Kakodomania
would not allow Amethyst to reopen the gate after the
calamity sure to rain down with the Hammer. Before the
Hammer of God struck down, Mengus assaulted Amethyst.
He ordered thousands to lay in ambush. A grotesque melding
of flesh and steel led them, a monstrosity known as

Gebermach.
With weapons forged by Mengus himself,
Gebermach mortally wounded the great dragon.
In a burst of life and courage unseen, Amethyst not
only destroyed Gebermach but also encased the black gate
in a stone so powerful, no magic could penetrate. One of the
last creatures through the gate, Lazarus, witnessed Amethyst
die.
The Hammer of God struck, and Attricana closed.
With magic out of the way, science resumed following its
ironclad book of law. Evolution continued unabated and
created Intelligence on its own. Mankind knew nothing of the
struggle in the past and the absence of magic wiped all
evidence of the prior civilization and the great sacrifice
Amethyst made to keep the world from darkness.
Oblivious and ignorant, Mankind continued
evolving. He discovered fire, electricity, and nuclear power.
He developed industry, computerization, and indoor
plumbing. Man felt powerful and in control...for a while. At
some point, a great war broke out. The sides in the conflict
and the subject of the disagreement became forgotten to
modern historians. Nuclear weapons were used. Mankind
failed the last test. When the second Hammer finally struck, it
may have occurred before. Perhaps it finally ended the war.
Maybe the impact occurred later, far after man crushed his
own dreams. The rock drove into Ixindar, cracking open the
absolute stone, and freeing the influence of Mengus. He sent
out his people, his armies, to decimate what remained of the
world of science. Humanity witnessed the beginning of its
extinction.
They found themselves unprepared for the
onslaught of creatures obeying no laws of nature. Sometime
later, just around the moon, Attricana opened.
Like a dam, the floodgates burst. Light rained upon
the Earth. It stopped the encroaching shadow instantly.
Moments later, all those formless found themselves on solid
ground. After 65 million years, magic returned to Earth.
Mammals replaced the long dead giant lizards.
The
continents had broken up, creating new oceans. Flowers
replaced ferns. Amidst all the changes, the creatures from
Attricana found the world, now called Earth, already
populated.
Mankind survived. The millions that remained after
the war fled and coalesced into large communities. Those
with useful skills banded to form the first new cities of man.
Those without useful skills wandered the new world, looking for
a safe home.
Meanwhile, the fey descendants rediscovered their
world. They rebuilt their communities from memory. Humanity
continued to rebuild. The small towns of technology grew to
cities. The largest ones became bastions, the last remnants of
mankind's science locked away inside. Soon the bastions
grew walls. Many forbad entry to outsiders. The people lived
in fear and distrust of the world of magic outside; the two
worlds refused to mix. In fact, the realm of magic openly
disrupted the working science. When scientific dogma broke
down, technology followed soon after. The energy of magic
shorted through technology like an electromagnetic pulse.
Further, certain expectations of science simply did not occur.
Only where science replaced magic could technology
flourish. Outside the walls of bastions, people turned to the
enchanted or stepped aside for those who did.
Many dreamed of a world where magic and
technology coexisted. The dream vanished quickly. Science
fails in the face of magic, unable to fight back. Bastions
struggled for existence, the only remaining vestiges of old
man. Since these cities could not communicate with each
other, they developed independently. Their own cultures
distinguished themselves. Some bastions grew proud and

bright, gleaming with peace and scientific discovery. Others
fell into the void of hatred and envy, powered by greed and
military conquest.
Others opened dialogues with their
magical neighbors, while others walled themselves in with
their xenophobia.
Outside the walls, the battle between the forces of
Attricana and Ixindar continued. A thousand years after
Attricana reopened, the world reached a stalemate. Many
go through their lives, never knowing of war. They all know it
exists around the corner.
Few believe the truth. Attricana slowly closes each
day. Everyone waits for when the gate will close, delivering
the world back to Ixindar. If Ixindar closes as well by some act
of faith or science, the world would return to men with
technology.
In a dark room, a book holds a secret. On its final
pages, an entry recounts that a single object fell to Earth
upon Amethyst's slaying. His heart shattered upon striking the
ground. The shards scattered, lost to obscurity, and buried.
Who gains control of the world, magic or
technology, light or darkness? Only time will tell.

THE WORLD OF AMETHYST

I watch the Sky Galleons depart from the city of York.
Months await my journey across the nameless lands to the city of
Angel, the largest Bastion mankind built. Here, I will get the
answers I seek. Pursuing a career in wizardry, in "echa," make men
like me shunned by the people of "techa." Many sympathize with
them; many condemn them.
I read all the ancient tomes about the history of man
before the wave that washed the planet clean. How Earth finally
struck back at man for centuries of abuse. Man would not submit.
Soon, all the remaining remnants of knowledge coalesced into
groups, groups became towns, became cities, became bastions—the
last great sanctuaries of technology. These few places grew fast and
powerful. Isolated from others like themselves, each bastion
developed its own unique culture and power base. Some depended
on wind, some on water, others on the power of the sun. Some could
defy gravity; others took to the sky, while others vanished under the
Earth. Rumors even held that the few out of Earth escaped the
wave, starting anew on a distant world. But here, only those with
the memory of past greatness, the knowledge of science, were
allowed to enter the bastions. The many others found themselves
banished into the enchanted lands, forced to survive on their own,
without machines, without hope. Many died at the hands of the
new beasts roaming the lands. Others found solace with the new
races appearing: The damaskans, the narros, and the gimfen. Many
discovered they could learn the ways of magic and became enchanted
themselves.
I even know of a couple of men and women, not content
with their amnesty within a bastion, which left their homes of
technology, to pursue a path calling to them. I am one of those.
I board a Feng-Fu Flyer bound for Limshau, half way to
Angel on the other side of the continent of Canam, to meet an old
friend. I ponder the voyage that lies ahead, of the help I will need.
I ponder the jewel that hangs from my neck, a strange purple gem
glowing with immense power. Maybe my tutor in Genai will shed
some light on this conundrum.
Personal Diary
The first hammer fell 65 million years ago. The
second hammer struck Siberia only a few decades into the

21st century. Exact times remain scarce but a nuclear war
erupted. Many of faith (human and inhuman) contest the
Hammer fell to punish man for sins against the Earth for
blackening her soil with radiation. The second hammer
cracked open the black gate of Ixindar. Sometime later (also
not entirely known), Attricana opened.
A thousand years passed.
Attricana cured the Earth's ailments. In a day, all the
scars of war and industry faded. Nature retook the land. The
Earth awoke and the world changed. Continents shifted.
Rivers ran longer, mountains stretched taller, and valleys sank
deeper. Huge holes opened up to the underworld. When
looking up at the night sky, the Star of Attricana shined down
upon them.
Humans attempting to rebuild found themselves
strangers in a land once thought to be their home. Many
travelers wandered lost in the new land. At night, even the
sky denied familiarity. In the dark hung the quiet companion
of our sun, the white star of Attricana. The gate shone with a
glow bright enough to read at night. Only clouds would
drape a land in shadow.
Attricana overwhelmed the
constellations. Only the brightest stars fought for worship. This
altered many views on the importance of constellations. The
white star drifted from in front of the moon to almost behind,
never being blocked with a path almost impossible to predict.
The moon, affected by this power, floated closer to Earth.
Now hanging almost twice its size in the sky, it demands
attention every time it rises. The drawback of this imposition is
the moon's influence on Earth.
Luna still stands as a cultural icon in many villages
and towns across the world. Many worship it. The fact that it
floats larger than it used to helps support that belief. It
dominates the night when rising, and seldom is it not seen
even upon the rise and fall of the sun. Today, most don't even
notice the changes in the Earth due to the Moon's increased
influence. The ocean tides sweep the shores larger and more
pronounced than before. Many cultures like the bastion of
Porto in Euras have created solutions to that problem.
Because of terrain obstacles and the presence of
magical interference, bastions remain isolated with no way for
successful continual communication. They dot the world,
thousands of miles apart. Most lay on the coastlines for
obvious reasons while others sit on precious mineral resources.
The remaining natural treasures of the world lay claimed by
the heritage races or sit surrounded by lands so dangerous, no
one sane would dare try to enter.
The magic flows down, filling every crack, occupying
every void. It alters evolution, speeds mutation, breaking rules
man assumed to be set in stone. It gleefully rubs out ironclad
laws of physics. Where this intensity increases, massive stones
rise up and float aimlessly in the sky. They may remain for
hours or decades. Fields of these drifting rocks are scattered
across the globe, each as small as sand or as large as
mountains.
Dozens of different races dot the planet, each
staking their own patch of soil. Some claimed them under the
ground. A few even declared their kingdom in the sky. Some
areas, like Canam, occupy so much landmass, most nations
never brush each other.

THE LAST 1000 YEARS

The time before, of Terros, was unknown to all of
humanity until the magic returned. Even then, most echan
species only recorded events they felt should never be
forgotten, sacrifices and great achievements by people and
kingdoms.
Most echans found the human practice of

recording every moment of their lives a little wasteful.
Limshau attempted to counter this belief by acquiring as
much knowledge as possible from everyone, but events from
Terros are sketchy and broken. Even key elements of the
great war, its heroes and victories, deaths and failures, cannot
be recalled today. Those through the gate at the end of the
first time could take nothing with them. Those still alive today,
the majority being dragons, speak very little of their existence.
Dragons remember every fact they are exposed to and
possess instant recall of every event, but they seldom write
anything down. Dragons lived thousands of years before the
first fey arrived. The oldest living fey still carried a zeal for life,
an encouragement to keep living. Dragons, ageless in all
forms, seem to lose faith in existence after such long a period.
No one knows if this is because mortality offers a value for life
unseen or because the oldest dragons possess a view of the
Universe so grandiose that it depresses them. In her book, the
Chronicle of Aurannis, the great dragon Aurannis of Dust,
departed from her usual jovial attitude in a verse on the last
page.

Lazarus the Pure, the Dragon King of old, spoke of time.
Of how a species wishes immortality, always failing, and never
resting. He added that dragons will die. Our fate is eventual. How
I hope that to be true. Other than by the sword, sorcery, or act of
fate, we never wither. If senility creeps in, and we lose faculties,
the first signs of the final moments, these shall not occur naturally
in me or my kin until we see the approaching death throes of the sun
giving us all warmth. Given that impressive lifespan, I believe the
light in my eyes will never fail or falter until those final moments.
Knowing that, even to dragons, comes as a pleasant relief.
However, a few cousins still accept immortality and sit, resting the
centuries by. Lazarus, his eyes so dark, begets his depression from a
personal failure, of a sin only he believes he committed.
In Amethyst, I puzzled. The light faded long before we
arrived. Even our oldest admitted never seeing the life in the eyes of
the greatest. How many years did Amethyst sit on this world before
companionship arrived? When Amethyst looked into the heart of
the Cosmos, the Cosmos fluttered. How did he possess such power?
Amethyst knew something we do not. His grasp of the Universe
and its secrets, so vast and expanding, doomed him to melancholy.
He swore to not know all. However ...He knew enough. He refused
to reveal his past, of what brought him to his gloom, lest we share in
his dejection.
Oh, how I wish to not ever be a god.
What fun is there in knowing everything?
Chronicle of Aurannis

INITIAL ENCOUNTERS

It was not until the last 800 years did historians start
writing down history again. Even today, few living know of the
events that brought them to this life.
No one knows how much time passed between the
two gates or how far man developed until his fall. When the
gate opened, most echans fell to Earth with little control over
where they landed, lucky to even set foot on dry land. When
they arrived, they found the world foreign in all ways. Plants
carried more flowers; trees grew different leaves. The great
lizards roaming the world had long since died off, replaced
with mammals. Their eventual first contact with man was less
than stellar.
Man emerged from hiding. They looked amazed to
see the new star in the sky and new creatures large and
violent roaming their world. The first century was a turbulent

one. For many, they took roots without pilgrimage and
started building. Others ran for their lives from monsters smart
and powerful or dumb and many. Since the black gate sat
under the Earth, its position not random, Kakodomania
sprouted not far away, from where it originally closed. The
pagus the demons brought with them continued their
expansion. Elvish leaders never met to organize their recolonization of the Earth. Many never encountered their
cousin races, only knowing of their survival from traveler's tales
and magical divination.
The tenenbri never left Southam upon their arrival
and when they emerged from the mountains, they found a
stray group of narros developing in the east. The narros,
escaping from landfall in the southern cold, journeyed north.
They assumed the wide expanse of tall peaks would welcome
them. Alas, the tenenbri claimed it as their own, already
expanding through the range through hundreds of miles of
tunnels already carved. They called the network Vanaka.
With little hope of fighting the tenenbri on their terms, the
narros diverted east and formed the nation of Nadirra.
Nearby ogres made the camps of Skogra, leaving
the narros to fend for themselves, trapped between two
enemies. War broke out soon after from ancient hatred.
In Canam, with the land so vast and spread out, few
nations ever encountered each other save for caravans and
messengers. Many believed people escaping the bastion of
Mann formed York but nothing tells of how Mann's towering
spires sprouted with no resources on hand. The bastion of
Angel, blessed with empty lands, blossomed quickly, only
erecting walls after the goblins and kobolds appeared.

THE ROUND EARS

Two hundred years passed before any narros from
Fargon saw a human or an elf. A narros mining convoy, one
of thousands searching for a path through the Nankani
Mountains, found the Selkirk bastion. Neither Selkirk nor the
narros of Fargon ever knew Laudenia floated between them.
Even today, many still don't believe it exists. Selkirk didn't
respond violently to the narros of Fargon and the first
ambassador from narros to Selkirk, Amag Thalagos, a member
of the Thalagos royal line, returned home with the words,
"These humans look like elves, but are far more humble. They
appreciate the rock. They are welcome." Little did he know
Selkirk was an exception to the other demographics of
mankind.
The narros established the Path of Dianaso and
informed the isolated Selkirk about the world around. The
narros knew of no other humans, believing Selkirk the only
surviving remnant. The human miners refused such a fate and
fought through the Kobolds of XIxion to find others.
Meanwhile, a group of similar minded travelers from
the bastion of Angel fell under goblin fire and their wheeled
crawlers hid in a rock quarry. The Selkirk fanjet carryall, almost
dead with echan power drain, discovered the brightly
colored Angel vehicles. The Selkirk, brutish and large from
centuries in the mines, helped their human brothers out of
harm's way. The group traveled back to Angel here they
accepted the Selkirks as heroes. A bond formed between
Selkirk and Angel that remains strong today, though lacking a
safe traveling route. At this point, neither bastions nor the
Fargon narros ever saw an elf. Fargon knew the elves
survived and informed the humans of their resemblance in
case they find some on their journeys. Until this point, Angel
feared they were also the last humans. Continued raids from
Kobolds and Goblins forced Angel to erect a wall, growing in
size and complexity every year.

THE LIMSHAU ALLIANCE

It was a warm day when a lone horse and rider
approached the wall of Angel. The Angel guard almost
forgot the image of the elf described to him. Nevertheless, a
limshau ambassador now stood in front.
Ravenar Limshau III, with thousands of his followers,
arrived on Canam far away from their damaskan allies.
Limshau dropped a stone in the centre of a massive field and
declared it his. As his people settled, Ravenar took his
greatest and most trusted souls on a voyage with him to
explore the lands, lest they encroach on another kingdom.
They quickly found struggling villages of narros and gimfen.
Ravenar met with Rayazar Finer from the Pits and Yale
Brimingood from the Lone Tree to forge an alliance. Rayazar
told of a gimfen city nearby and the alliance it forged with
"round-ears." By this time, the escapees from Mann tried to
build their own bastion on the coast. They faced destruction
until Milkros Dogdonowis from the gimfen appeared out of the
ground. He offered the mayor of York, Tanis Koteas, a solution
in exchange for knowledge. How York was built so fast is not
readily known, but within a century, a city now stood.
Ravenar invited the new ruler of Gnimfall, Canton Babdoolees
to share in their alliance, but Canton kindly rejected. Ravenar
assumed these round ears might also refuse, so he continued
his exploration of the west, eventually stumbling upon the
fortress of Angel.
Ravenar talked to many people while there. He
walked into Genai and found how they built their city so fast.
They had enlisted the help from echan humans from the Far
East whom had emigrated from their destroyed homeland.
Ravenar saw his first dragon, Genai the Yok-ani. When
Ravenar finally met Angel's governing body, he was forcibly
ejected. Ravenar did not hold a kind view of humanity at this
point. When the elf left the wall, he turned to see hundreds of
humans following. They found his words luring and wanted to
join his city. He allowed them into his city, and Limshau, as it is
now known, was born. The incident with Ravenar marked the
first time bastions reacted coldly to echan influence. The
Bastions of Mann and Sierra Madre simply never had the
opportunity to enforce their xenophobic views. Everyone
knew to stay away.
When the pagus arrived on the eastern shore, they
followed typhox dragons attempting to establish their own
kingdom away from Kakodomania. Their first attack occurred
in 450 AE, when pagus forces stormed south to the Finer Fire
Pits. The narros pushed back the invasion but their established
presence on Canam became known.

THE BASTIONS

An obsessive drive to regain a lost glory pumps
through the veins of most humans today. Those refusing to
give in to the surrounding magic, desperately clinging to their
old world and its remnants, built walls and defenses and grew
to be separate entities from the rest of the world. These are
the bastions, the last vestiges of mankind, vaults where those
inside live in a forgotten time of technological superiority
where man lived uncontested on this world. Some within
understand the new world around them while others fear and
loathe it.
Magic emanates power that runs antithesis to the
energy systems of technology. Technology from any Bastion
fails to develop a process to harness magic for use in their
machines. Magic, a partial unexplained source, runs chaotic
in comparison to the organized energies of techa. Magic
leaks from batteries and never allows itself to be bottled up by
science. More so, magic pushes itself into every crevice,

including almost every circuit techa attempts to seal off. This
results in technological devices of almost any kind failing to
work when nearby magical forces of substantial intensity. ED
Fields (or Enchanted Disruption) radiate from any magic item
or spell cast. EDF radiates from the caster and the target hit if
the spell is ranged. It also covers the entire Earth in a lower
capacity, causing most of the problems techans encounter
daily. They cannot expand as much as they desire and all
communication with the outside world, including other
bastions, is completely severed. This forced the bastions to
develop independently. Their cultures and ideologies grew
apart as well. Canam features five bastions.

